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standing branch of a shoe or bracket G, which

_ To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, JOHN HERZOG, a citi

is rigidly secured to the lid by means of 55.

zen of the United_States of America, residing screws or other fastenin 's inserted through
at Saginaw, in the county of Saginaw and its base-plate into the id, the upstanding
State of Michigan, have invented certain new portion of the bracket fitting between the
and useful Improvements in Desk-Lid Sup branches of the arm F. The inner portion
ports, of whichthe following is such a full, of the arm F is turned upward, as shown at
clear, and exact description as will enable H, and to its extremity I rigidly secure a
IO

others skilled in the art to which it apper
tains to make and use the same, reference be

.ing had to the accompanying drawings, form
ing a part hereof.

.

headed cylindrical pin 1, which engages and

is arranged to slide along the groove D in the
end of the desk, the said headed pin being
engaged in the said groove through the rear 65

end of the same before the back of the desk
ments in supports forthat class of desk~lids is secured in place. At about the center of

My present invention relates to improve

which are swung downward to present a

the arm F, I slightly expand the branches

writing-surface; and the object of the inven

of the same, so as to accommodate a buffer or

tion is to produce a support which will be cushion J, of paper or similar substance, the
strong and durable, but of such a simple con branches being compressed upon the buffer
struction that it may be manufactured at a after it is inserted, so as to securely hold the
20

slight cost.

.

same.

When the desk is opened, the lid is swung
outward and downward into the position 75
sists in certain novel features of the same, as shown in full lines in Fig. 1, and the bracket
will be hereinafter ?rst fully described and G will of course follow its movement, so that
Such a device is illustrated in the accom

panying drawings; and the invention con

25

then particularly pointed out inthe claim.

the arm or support F will be swung down

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a sectional ward and pulled outward to assume a hori
elevation of the upper portion of a desk, zontal position, as shown in full lines in Fig.
showing my invention applied thereto. Fig. 1, immediately over the table, with the buffer
2 is a detail transverse section on the line resting upon the same. The inner end of the
II II of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a detail section on support or arm F will travel forward alon
the line III III of Fig. 1, and Fig. 4 is a de the groove D as the lid is swung outward, an
tail perspective view showing a modi?cation. when the lid reaches its horizontal position 85
The table A and top B of the desk are of the pin I will be in engagement with the
the usual construction. In theinner faces front end of the groove, so that the strain of
35 of the ends O, I form horizontal grooves D, supporting the lid. will be transmitted to the
which are T-shaped in cross-section, the head end of the desk through the said pin. As
of the T being disposed vertically, while the the lid is raised to close the desk the pin will 90
stem of the same extends horizontally be caused to travel rearward along the groove,
through the face of the desk end, as clearly and the parts will assume the positions shown
shown in Fig. 2. The rear ends of these in dotted lines in Fig. 1.
In the modification shown in Fig. 4 the
Grooves open through the back edges of the

desk ends, while their front ends are closed, headed pin is dispensed with and the end of
as clearly shown. The lid E is hinged at its the arm F is bent into an inverted-U-shaped
lower edge to the front edge of the table and lateral lip to engagein the groove D, as shown
45 when raised rests upon the front inclined at K. This construction is somewhat cheaper
edges of the desk ends. The support F has than the other form illustrated, but operates
a pivotal connection at one end with the lid
and its other end has a sliding connection in
the groove in the end of the desk. This sup
50 port consists of an arm of sheet metal
doubled longitudinally on itself, so as to be

in the same efficient manner.

It will be readily observed from the forego
ing description, taken in connection with the
accompanying drawings, that I have pro

vided a very simple support which will oc
of an inverted-U shape in cross-section, and cupy but little room and which will lie close
its outer end is pivotally secured to the up to the desk when the same is opened to pro

I00
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tion ‘of the groove positively prevents dis
sitating the cutting away of the lid to form placement of the supporting-arm.
recesses for the reception of the support.
Having thus described my invention, .What
The lid is consequently not weakened, at any I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat
point. By curving up the inner portion of ent, is
The combination of a desk having a coun
the supporting-arm, as shown and described,
the inner retaining pin or hook is placed tersunk horizontal groove in its end wall
vide the proper working space without neces

above the table-top, so as to avoid scratching above the table, the rear end of said groove 35
or wearing the same, and at the same time the opening through the rear edge of the end Wall
10

arm is brought down close to the opened lid, and the front end thereof being closed and in
so as to ?rmly hold the same.

Furthermore,

rear of the front edge of the end wall, a lid

this arrangement lifts the sustaining-point, hinged to the table of the desk, and a sup
which is the inner end of the arm, up above porting-arm having its front end pivoted to
the table, so that the strain put on the desk the lid and its rear ‘end curved upward and
when it is in use is applied ‘along the arm provided with a lateral headed offset slidably

rather than transversely thereto, the result engaged in the horizontal countersunk groove
being that the desk is stronger than is the and adapted to impinge against the front
case with prior arrangements. The end of closed end of the groove when the lid is low
the arm is never brought to the front edge of ered whereby the lowered lid will be sus
pended from the front end of the groove.
20 the table, and consequently the tendency of
In testimony whereof I have signed this
the lid to sag and bend the arm is effectually
resisted withoutemploying slides below the speci?cation in the presence of two subscrilo—
same to support it. By engaging the end of ing Witnesses.
JOHN HERZOG.
the supporting-arm in a horizontal groove
Witnesses:
25 in the end wall of the desk I simplify and re
duce the cost of construction, as I avoid the
THEO. F. GAENSBAUER,
- RUTH BENJAMIN.
use of metal bearing-plates. The construc
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